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Order of the Solar Temple

A multimillion-dollar

British-run Lodge?
by Raynald Rouleau
On Tuesday, Oct. 4, one farm and three chalets in Switzerland
went up in flames. In addition, two houses in a resort area
north of Montreal, Canada were also burned down. Twenty
five bodies were found in the chalets at Granges-sur-Salvan,
and 100 miles away, 23 more were found in a ritualistic
position in a sophisticated underground "temple" at the farm
in Cheiry near Fribourg. In Morin Heights north of Montreal,
five bodies were found, including a three-month-old infant
who had been stabbed in the heart. The properties all belong to
members of the Order of the Solar Temple (OST). The fires
were set with very sophisticated devices, either using timers
or remote control connected to a telephone.
Two things about this morbid event are certain. The first
is the fraud perpetrated by people like Cynthia Kisser of
the Cult Awareness Network, a kidnap-for-hire gang which
preys on the fear of cults, who pushed the coverup story of
"mass suicide" from the get-go. Kisser tried right away to
dissociate OST from the Rosicrucian Order. The second
thing one can be sure of, is that the OST atrocity is not the
story of an isolated bunch of weirdos in a sect. Among some
of the persons who were identified in the holocaust are a
senior official of the Quebec Finance Ministry, Robert Falar
deau' who is listed in incorporation papers as the president
of OST; a financial journalist with the Le Journal de Quebec,
Joce-Lyne Grand-Maison; and the mayor of a town near
Montreal, Robert Ostiguy and his wife.
(Joce-Lyne Grand-Maison was hired by Le Journal de
Quebec by Serge Cote, who is now editor-in-chief. Although
he has not yet been charged with anything, Cote is a self
admitted Rosicrucian, and a highly reliable source reports
that he maintained for years in his own basement a room for
weekly satanic rituals, equipped with a pentagram inside of
a circle on the floor, candles, weird statues, and liquids in
small phials.)
Several OST members are still alive. Edith and Patrick
Vuamet, the wife and son of Jean Vuamet who won the
downhill gold medal at the 1960 Winter Olympics in Califor
nia, admitted they were both elite members of the "golden
circle" of the Order of the Solar Temple sect.
The body of Luc Jouret, one of the leaders of OST, was
identified only on Oct. 13, as having been part of the 25 who
were found in Salvan. He was born in the former Belgian
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Congo, now Zaire, and had be� a member of the paratrooper
commandos of the Belgian Anpy.
Another leader found amcpng the dead was Joseph Di
Mambro, one of the big mon'1ybags. He and his wife were
dealing in millions of dollarsj wired through different ac
counts, including the Royal $ank of Canada, and until a
couple of years ago, a branch o BCCI in Ottawa. There have
been media reports saying tha� the OST was only a front for
arms trafficking and money la,ndering, involving hundreds
of millions of dollars. For ex,mple, an Interpol document
reportedly indicates that U.S.I $93 million is said to have
been put in an account at the q:ommonwealth Bank of Syd
ney, Australia by Joseph Di M bro in September 1993.
The OST in France was fo nded by a former Nazi Gesta
po member, Jacques Origas, "tho died under suspicious cir
cumstances. Luc Jouret succeqled him as leader. According
to anti-Satanist author Carl Ra�hke, the tradition typified by
Jouret's OST is traceable all � way back to Aleister Crow
ley, a top British intelligence bfficer, who set up the Ordo
Templi Orientis (OTO). Since �e late 19th century, Rosicru
cianism and the various Cro�ley organizations have been
controlled by the Quatuor Co onati freemasonic "research
lodge" in London, which is baqked up directly by the British
royal family.
For reasons to be detailedlin a future article, OST had
targeted Hydro-Quebec. In 19'.j'3 , there were 17 members of
.
OST at Hydro-Quebec, inclu ing, according to Canadian
Broadcasting Co.'s Pierre To rangeau, vice presidents and
managers. OST included Jeant Pierre Vinet, a project chief
with the Human Resource Dcppartment, who had pleaded
guilty to conspiracy to trafficking in illegal weapons in July
1993 (present whereabouts un nown).
OST also went by the na es of L'Ordre International
Chevaleresque: Tradition SOl e (the Knightly International
hedia Clubs, and the L'Aca
Order: Solar Tradition), the
demie de Recherche et de Con�aissance des Hautes Sciences
(ARCHS). The group, whiche�er form it took, is Rosicrucian
and freemasonic in essence--1even if the Grand Lodge of
Rosicrucians A.M.O.R.C. based in San Jose, California has
officially denied any connectioP with the OST.
One only has to look at e history of lies of the well
known homosexuals Voltaire or Casanova, in the 18th centu
ry, to see that the distinction be ween the Freemasonry, Rosi
crucians, and Cabalists is so $,in as to be almost invisible.
Voltaire once said: "Lie, lie, li , there will always be some
thing left of it." The modus o�erandi is constant: an aristo
cratic hierarchy enveloped in almisty utopia. The lower level
doesn't know what's going o. in the higher echelon. The
only way up is: acceptance of ,he principle of slavery, i.e.,
some are "chosen" to rule, and others to be ruled. In the case
of the OST, it's simple. Somepne, high up in the circles of
the British royal family, has PlIlled the plug, in a hurry, on
"a lodge project," to protect a oligarch, a prince maybe, or
some other such parasites.
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